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Bootstrapping Corpora and
Terms from the WWW
Iterative knowledge-poor 
procedure to bootstrap 
specialized corpora and terms 
from the WWW
Freely available at 
http://sslmit.unibo.it/~baroni/

A modular set of command-line 
Perl programs
Already applied to English, 
Italian, German, Spanish, 
Japanese

The BootCaT ToolsThe BootCaT Tools

1. Select initial seed terms

2. Combine seeds randomly

3. Run Google queries

4. Retrieve corpus

5. Extract new seeds/terms 
via corpus comparison

Experiments: ProcedureExperiments: Procedure

Size of retrieved corpus:
- 1st run (77 pages; ≈ 100K tokens)
- 2nd run (236 pages; ≈ 390K tokens)
- 3rd run (225 pages; ≈ 865K tokens) 

Run a Google query 
for each triplet

Select 20 initial seeds

Construct random triplets
(10 in the 1st & 50 in the 2nd & 3rd runs) 

Retrieve query results & 
tokenize them

Most  typical terms in the specialized 
corpus as compared to the reference 
corpus are found with log-likelihood ratio 
& mutual information

Extract new seeds/terms 
via corpus comparison

Extracted terms:
- 1st run (164 terms) 
- 2nd run (194 terms)
- 3rd run (424 terms)

Results: Term PrecisionResults: Term Precision
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Relevance of 
retrieved terms:  rated 
by the 2nd author
3-point scale
Promising results: low 
percentage of 'not 
relevant'
Most of the irrelevant 
items: grammatical 
morphemes/words 

Table 1: Relevance of retrieved terms

Your task
° choose a domain for a specialist interest of yours
° select 6 seed terms (English or German)
° run BootCat on them
° two output files: corpus and specialist terms

° how many of the terms are 'good' domain terms
° for 'bad' items

- why are they there?
- how would you change the software to avoid returning 

them?

° Thanks: Marco Baroni (software, slides)


